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China and the United States signed a joint statement during US President Barack Obama’s four-day state visit to China in November 2009 in which President Obama and Chinese President Hu Jintao, ‘reached agreement to advance China–US relations in the new era’.1 These relations, however, soured after successive fallings-out over US trade sanctions on Chinese seamless steel tubes, Secretary of State Hilary Clinton’s criticism of China’s internet freedom, US arms sales to Taiwan, and Obama’s meeting with the Dalai Lama in the White House—that began only one month after Obama’s visit and carried on through to February 2010.2 Just as political commentators began to understand the reasons for this 180-degree shift over such a short period they were taken back afresh on April 2 when the relationship made a rapid recovery, evident in the hour-long telephone conversation that day between President Hu and President Obama on cooperation.3 Few appeared to have noticed that sudden deteriorations followed by rapid recoveries have been the norm in China–US relations since the 1990s. This article explains the enduring phenomenon using a theory of superficial friendship—namely the policy of pretending to be friends.

Destabilizing Factors

Two explanations among the several for Sino–American disputes that arose so soon after Obama’s visit are most frequently heard. One is based on the theory of growing nationalism in China; the other on the argument that
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growth in power has made China bolder in its dealings with the United States.

The theory of rising nationalism in China is impotent in explaining the short-term declines in China–US relations. Conflicts between China and the United States are nonetheless often attributed to rising nationalism in China. Back in the mid-1990s, western analysts argued that the end of the Cold War created a power vacuum in East Asia which generated rising nationalism in China and conflicts in the region. US political pundits also blame the decline in China–US relations in 2010, after Obama approved an arms sale package to Taiwan, on Chinese nationalism. The rising nationalism theory has become so popular that even certain senior Chinese experts hold to it. For instance, one Chinese US hand said during an interview with Newsweek on the decline of China–US relations after President Obama’s visit to China that, ‘today’s [Chinese] government needs to be more responsive to rising nationalism among its own people’.

Chinese nationalism originated in Western encroachments on China in the mid-19th century, and has developed throughout China’s modern history. It has hence existed for more than a century and a half. Even if we were to agree with the argument that nationalism has grown linearly in China’s modern history, we must acknowledge that neither deteriorations nor improvements in China–US relations, whether from 1949 when the People’s Republic of China (PRC) was founded or since the end of the Cold War in 1991, have not been linear but fluctuating, especially since the end of the Cold War. The decline in bilateral relations since President Obama’s visit is not the mildest or the most dramatic fall, but rather typical of the last two decades. It represents one more cut in an already indented relationship. Short-term improvements in China–US relations that have followed each short-term dip hence refute the theory of rising nationalism in China, because it neither explains nor accounts for these fluctuations. Those holding to this theory also need to explain why President Hu should ignore the social pressure that this so-called rising nationalism might be expected to engender after a three-month period of disputes with the United States by virtue of his decision to have a phone talk with President Obama.

The theory of China’s growing power has defects similar to that of China’s rising nationalism in accounting for the sudden decline and rapid improvement of China–US relations in the first half of 2010. The notion that China’s fast economic growth has emboldened it to adopt tougher foreign policy is
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indeed as longstanding as that on its rising nationalism. Certain western scholars claimed in the mid-1990s that China’s growth from a weak, developing state to one strong and prosperous had brought about a more assertive foreign policy.⁷ Around the same time, China threat theorists supported their argument that China’s military strength is rising to a capability that threatens the United States and its allies on the economic grounds of the country’s high gross domestic product (GDP) and annual economic growth rate since the Cold War.⁸ There were also American observers that attributed the new round of decline in China–US relations after Obama’s November 2009 visit to China’s cockiness at having been the superior actor in the financial crisis. One said: ‘The second cause of China’s recent behaviour could be hubris and overconfidence. China is justly proud of its success in emerging from the recession with a high rate of growth.’⁹ There were in addition to western media ascribing the decline of China–US relations to China’s quick economic growth certain Chinese editorials calling for a tougher policy toward the United States in view of the dramatic growth in China’s power.¹⁰

The global financial crisis of 2008–2009, however, did not qualitatively narrow the power gap between China and the United States. It is true that China suffered less during the crisis than the United States, but the power gap between them did not change fundamentally. In 2008, China showed a GDP of $4.32 trillion and the United States a GDP of $14.20 trillion, according to the World Bank.¹¹ China’s GDP was hence 30.4% of the US GDP. In 2009, China’s GDP grew 8.7% and that of the United States fell 2.4%.¹² China’s $4.7 trillion GDP thus rose to 33.9% of the US GDP of $13.86 trillion, closing the GDP gap between China and the United States by 3.5 points compared to 2008. The suggestion that the main reason for China’s tough response to America’s detrimental policy towards it in early
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2010 is attributable to this negligible narrowing of the economic gap between them is unconvincing.

The Chinese government has kept to the principle of not challenging American world leadership through the financial crisis. Beijing understands that its economic achievements do not amount to a catch-up with the United States as regards comprehensive national power. Although China’s economic achievements are admired by the rest of the world, Chinese policy-makers still conduct foreign policy on the principle of keeping a low profile and no making no attempt to undertake international leadership. This was the principle established in 1990 by the late leader Deng Xiaoping which has since guided China’s foreign policy.13 It remained unchanged throughout the financial crisis and the Chinese leadership’s conduct of American policy. Although the Chinese government rhetorically protested Obama’s policy of arms sale to Taiwan and meeting with the Dalai Lama, among other things, it undertook no substantial retaliation against the United States. For instance, the Chinese government sent a clear message of conciliation to the United States by not mentioning monetary sum of sanctions and any name of American companies in its announcement to impose sanctions on American companies involved in sales of arms to Taiwan on January 31.14 China did not actually impose sanctions on any of these companies after the phone talk on April 2 between President Hu and President Obama, and did not bring the issue up again.15 This sudden improvement of China–US relations refutes the theory that China’s boldness has grown in tandem with its power, and also the argument attributing Obama’s tough policy toward China to America’s economic recovery in 2009.16

Instability is an important characteristic of the China–US relationship and embodies the superficial nature of the friendship between China and the United States. This article tries to explain the indented China–US relationship from the perspective of superficial friendship, thus avoiding the defects apparent in the theories based on China’s rising nationalism and growing economic power. The fluctuating pattern of China–US relations started after the Cold War. We must thus pinpoint a post-Cold War factor that can explain the ups and downs of this relationship.

15 Ed Payne, ‘Obama, Hu Talk Nuclear, Economic Issues by Phone’.
Policy of Pretending to be Friends

Soon after the political event of 1989 in Beijing, the US government imposed all-round sanctions on China. Both the Chinese and American governments knew that their friendship of the 1980s had ended, especially after the collapse of the Soviet Union at the end of 1991. Nevertheless, neither of them was prepared for this sudden change of relationship, and each tried to create room for improvement. President Bush secretly sent his Security Adviser Brent Scowcroft to Beijing to keep open channels of communication and develop a road map for improvements in bilateral relations. Since then, good will in the interests of improving bilateral relations has been the cornerstone of the policy of pretending to be friends. The inconsistence between the good will of both political leaders and their mutually unfavourable interests, however, has impeded policies from either country that could stabilize their relationship.

The false-but-nice description of China–US strategic relations started in the mid-1990s. The military confrontation across the Taiwan Strait during 1995–1996 alarmed both Beijing and Washington. To arrest the downward spiral of bilateral relations and reduce the possibility of confrontation, China and the United States looked for ways of showing their good will. Officials in both the Chinese and American governments searched for an ambiguous term to cloak their uneasy relationship and finally agreed on the phrase neither-friend-nor-enemy (fei di fei you). Both governments used the term to define their relationship, and it became widely accepted by experts in both countries. That it sufficed to express the nature of the China–US relationship for some time is apparent in the book on China–US relations from 1989 to 2000 published under the title, Same Bed Different Dreams, which has a similar neither-friend-nor-enemy connotation. The author believes that this title captures the essence of the Sino–American relationship.

The resumed bilateral summit, however, changed the ambiguous nature of the China–US relationship into one more illusory. After June 1989, Chinese and American leaders did not hold another summit until October 1997, during which President Jiang and President Clinton issued a joint statement committing both nations ‘to build toward a constructive strategic partnership’ in the 21st century. The term ‘constructive strategic partnership’ created a huge scope for conjecture on the friendship between China and the United States. One American scholar pointed out that, ‘While spelling
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out the content of “constructive strategic partnership” was left for the future, the slogan nonetheless conveyed the sense that the United States and China shared more interests than divided them. This impression escalated with President Clinton’s state visit to China—the first of its kind in nine years—from June 25 to July 3, 1998. Less than a year later, however, the American bombing of the Chinese embassy in Belgrade on May 8, 1999 shattered the fantasy of a ‘constructive strategic partnership’.

After the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks, the Bush administration looked for ways of improving its relations which China, which had been at a low ebb since the collision of Chinese and American military planes on April 1 of that year over the South China Sea. In November 2003, US Secretary of State Colin Powell said at an official Sino–American bilateral seminar in Texas that China–US relations were at an historic apex. His statement caused hot debate at the seminar because only a few days previously he had publically shaken hands with Chen Shuibian, the Taiwan leader whom Beijing regarded as chief instigator of secessionism. Although Powell’s statement was widely challenged, Bush’s people persisted in endorsing it, especially when in Beijing. For instance, Bush’s father and former 41st American president reiterated the idea at a public gathering a week before his son visited China in November 2005. President Bush himself told Chinese Premier Wen Jiabao during his 2008 visit to Beijing for the Olympic Games that the China–US relationship was not a zero sum game that the two countries could develop together. During his visit to China in January 2009, American Deputy Secretary of State John D. Negroponte also restated that the China–US relationship was at an historic apex. President Obama’s administration having taken over Bush’s policy of
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pretending to be friends, American ambassador Jon Huntsman also echoed historic apex statement to media during the November 2009 visit to China.\(^{29}\)

Although both Chinese and American governments knew that the best bilateral relationship they had enjoyed since the Chinese Communist Party came to power in 1949 was during 1978–1989, they preferred to promote a rosy picture of their post-Cold War relationship and to pretend to be friends. In responding to the American false-but-nice description of China–US relations, the Chinese government also denied the competitive nature of the China–US relationship. In his speech in September 2008 at a welcoming luncheon in New York organized by American friendly organizations Premier Wen Jiabao said: ‘China and the US never had so many common interests as today...China and the US are not competitors but cooperative partners and can also be friends.’\(^{30}\) It seems, therefore, that both Chinese and American policymakers believe that a false-but-nice description of their relationship is of more help in stabilizing their relations than one consistent with reality.

The history of China–US relations in the last six decades refutes the assumption that presenting a rosy-but-false image of the relationship is beneficial to their stability. A quantitative assessment of the China–US relationship during the period 1950–2009 by the Institute of International Studies of Tsinghua University shows that the relationship was more stable in the 1960s, 1970s and 1980s than after the Cold War (see Figure 1).

We can divide Figure 1 into four sections 1950–1970, 1971–1977, 1978–1988, and 1988–2009. Among them, the period of fewest fluctuations is from 1978, when China and the United States established formal diplomatic relations, to 1988, the year before the 1989 political events in Beijing. During this period, China and the United States were more friends than foes. Figure 1 shows a swing in the relationship of less than two units. Figure 1 shows that the second most stable period was from 1950, when China and the United States fought the Korean War, to 1970, one year before the normalization of China–US relations. It shows a swing in the relationship during this period of 2.5 units. The period 1971–1977 shows the biggest swing of more than six units, but in an upward linear direction. The period of most fluctuations is that from 1989 to 2009. It shows a swing of more than four units and short, frequent fluctuations.


Officials in Washington and Beijing formulated the concept after Obama became president that China–US bilateral relations are the world’s most important.31 It was not long before politicians in both countries held fast to this idea.32 This mutually held concept, however, conveyed the mistaken impression of China–US relations as being based on the two nations’ common interests. Few understood that mutual unfavourable interests make contribution to the importance.

The importance of Sino–American relations lies mainly in their conflicting interests rather than shared ones. Those who are agreed that the China–US relationship is the most important in the world today do not address the question of why it should exceed in importance the bilateral relations between China and the United States with other major powers, and those between the other major powers. Bilateral relations between the two largest world powers are indeed the most important, but material power is not the prime consideration at this level. For instance, although the United States
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and Japan have been the two largest economies since the late 1980s, their relations have never carried the same global weight as Soviet–US relations did during the Cold War or China–US relations today. This is not because there are fewer shared interests between the United States and Japan than there were between the United States and the Soviet Union, or are now between the United States and China, but for precisely the opposite reason. The United States and Japan are allies with more shared interests than conflicting ones. This large pool of common interests has enabled Japan to adopt a free-rider policy as well as a follow-the-US policy. US–Japan relations are hence unlikely to entail global impact beyond US policy because Japanese foreign policy is generally to carry out American goals.

The global importance today of China–US relations is similar to that of US–Soviet relations during the Cold War in being based on conflicting interests rather than common ones. Conflicting interests drove China and the Soviet Union to adopt policies different from those of the United States which compelled adjustments and compromises in US policy that had global impact. This is why US–Soviet bilateral relations were the most important in the world and China–US bilateral relations now are by virtue of their conflicting rather than common interests. For instance, during 2008–2009 China and Japan were the first two biggest creditors of the United States, the difference in credits owed to them each month less than 7%. No one at that time, however, gave consideration to the possibility that Japan might use its US bonds as a bargaining chip in conflicts with the United States. There were, however, frequent reports that China might sell the lion’s share of its US bonds in retaliation against American anti-China actions. These facts explain why financial relations between China and the United States are more important than those between the United States and Japan. After the collapse of the Soviet Union, Russia–US relations maintained a greater impact upon world issues than Japan–US relations in general, even
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though the Russian economy was much weaker than Japan’s. This was also mainly due to Russia in most cases adopting policy different from that of the United States.

There are more mutually unfavourable interests than mutually favourable ones between China and the United States. Mutually favourable and mutually unfavourable interests determine the strategic relationship between two nations. Strategic interests between China and the United States can be divided into four groups which fall, according to content and relationship, under the two broad headings of mutually favourable interests and mutually unfavourable interests. Common interests and complementary interests are mutually favourable, and conflicting interests and confrontational interests are mutually unfavourable (see Figure 2).

Common interests refer to those similar in content and mutually favourable. For instance, both China and the United States needed to contain Soviet military expansion in the 1970s and 1980s, a common interest that acted as the foundation upon which to establish their military alliance during that period. Complementary interests refer to those different in content but mutually favourable. For example, China needs the American market for its labour-intensive industry because it creates jobs at home and the United States needs China-made cheap products to maintain its high standard of living at low cost. In 2008, the United States was indeed China’s largest trade partner by country and China the United States’s second largest. Conflicting interests refer to those that are both different in content and mutually unfavourable, as exemplified by the conflicting ideologies of communism and liberalism. Conflicting interests were the cause of the finger-pointing quarrels between China and the United States each year after 1989 on the issue of human rights. Confrontational interests are those similar in content but mutually unfavourable. For instance, both

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issues/Relationship</th>
<th>Security</th>
<th>Politics</th>
<th>Economy</th>
<th>Culture</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Common</strong></td>
<td>• Peace between themselves&lt;br&gt;• Denuclearization of the DPRK&lt;br&gt;• Security of International shipments</td>
<td>• Reform of UN security council</td>
<td>• Joint Investment&lt;br&gt;• High growth of global market</td>
<td>• Joint education&lt;br&gt;• Joint cultural programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Complementary</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Conflicting</strong></td>
<td>• Arms sale to Taiwan&lt;br&gt;• Arms embargo on China&lt;br&gt;• Uyghur Terrorists&lt;br&gt;• Solution of Iranian nuclear problem&lt;br&gt;• US Deployment of NMD in East Asia</td>
<td>• Political ideology&lt;br&gt;• Policy on religion&lt;br&gt;• Human rights issue</td>
<td>• Intellectual property rights&lt;br&gt;• Exchange rate &amp; trade surplus&lt;br&gt;• Reform of Global financial system&lt;br&gt;• Standard of CO₂ emissions reduction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Confrontational</strong></td>
<td>• Maritime control of South China Sea and Yellow Sea&lt;br&gt;• Military modernization&lt;br&gt;• Space R&amp;D&lt;br&gt;• Arms exports</td>
<td>• Global leadership&lt;br&gt;• Domination of East Asia&lt;br&gt;• Influence in developing regions&lt;br&gt;• Model of development</td>
<td>• Advantage of high-tech R&amp;D&lt;br&gt;• Control of strategic economy&lt;br&gt;• Control of strategic materials</td>
<td>• Competition for most Olympic gold medals</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
China and the United States want military control of the South China Sea but only one can achieve it. This confrontational interest has generated several conflicts in this water area between China and the United States since the EP3 event—the collision of a US EP3 surveillance aircraft and a Chinese fighter jet—in 2001.37

If we look in detail at the strategic interests of China and the United States, we find more confrontational and conflicting interests than common and complementary ones (see Table 1). There are, for instance, more mutually unfavourable interests than shared ones in the area of international security. Both need to prevent war between themselves, denuclearize North Korea and protect the safety of international shipping, but they confront one another on a number of security issues, such as US arms sales to Taiwan, the arms embargo on China, maritime control of the South China Sea, US deployment of a missile defence system in East Asia, China’s military modernization, resolving Uygur terrorism, competition in space R&D, arms exports and solving the Iran nuclear problem.

From the political standpoint, other than the common interest of maintaining the current permanent membership of the UN Security Council, China and the United States have interests that are mainly confrontational or conflicting. As China is a rising power and the United States has superpower status, China’s endeavour to regain its historical place as world leading power and the United States’s refusal to relinquish its sole-superpower status constitutes their greatest political conflict.38 As one leading European scholar said, ‘its [China’s] rise cannot avoid threatening US sole-superpower status’.39 China and the United States otherwise confront one another on issues such as political ideology, domination of East Asia, judgments on human rights, policy on religions, influence in developing regions, and model of social development. For instance, the Chinese government has published an annual report on American human rights every year since 1999 in retaliation against US criticism of China’s human rights in the US State Department Annual Report on Global Human Rights.40

2010, both governments published reports attacking one another’s human rights.41

As regards economy, China and the United States have both mutually favourable and unfavourable interests. For instance, both benefit from joint ventures, high global market growth, China’s purchase of US bonds, bilateral trade, and reciprocal tourism. But their economic cooperation, also generates conflict, manifest in quarrels over protection of intellectual property rights, the RMB-US$ exchange rate, trade surpluses, CO₂ emission reduction standards, high-tech competition, control of national strategic economy, and reform of the global financial system.

On a cultural level, the two countries have more mutually favourable than mutually unfavourable interests, to the extent that they could be defined as cultural friends. Apart from the competition to see who could win the most Olympic gold medals, the two nations have reciprocally enjoyed a wealth of educational and cultural exchange programs.

Because more unfavourable interests exist in the field of high politics than of low politics, two different impressions exist of China–US relations at the people-to-people and government levels. People-to-people relations have been stably improved since the two countries normalized diplomatic relations in 1978. The two countries have had growing exchanges in the fields of academe, tourism, business, sports, and culture. At the people level, therefore, Chinese and Americans have a generally positive impression of one another, as regards culture and national character—one which has survived even the American bombing in 1999 of the Chinese Embassy in Belgrade. This good will, however, does not exist in government relations, which have shown alarming fluctuations since the end of the Cold War. These phenomena imply that Chinese and Americans are friends on an individual level, because people are more concerned about economic and cultural interests, but not at the government level, where the focus is on politics and security.

The popular belief that cooperation is based on common interests has also resulted in the mistaken impression that China and the United States are strategic friends. Cooperation between China and the United States can stem from any of the above four types of interest. Common and complementary interests provide a basis for positive cooperation; confrontational or conflicting interests are a basis for preventative cooperation. Positive cooperation aims at enlarging mutual favourable interests; preventative cooperation aims at reducing damage on their mutual unfavourable interests by preventing or restricting the detrimental effect on the relationship of potential conflicts or confrontations. For example, China–US cooperation

against Soviet military expansion in the 1980s was positive, whereas that in 1998 on mutually de-targeting nuclear missiles was preventative.\(^{42}\) There was also extensive strategic preventative cooperation between the United States and the Soviets during the Cold War. The scale and amount of their cooperation today, therefore, gives no clue as to the essence of the strategic China–US relationship. To know this we need to look at ways in which they have cooperated.

Table 1 implies that if China and the United States are indeed able to cooperate in all types of interests, the cooperation between them must be more preventative than positive because they share more confrontational and conflicting interests than common and complementary ones. This is the best possible case scenario in China–US relations. The fact is that China and the United States have not developed preventative cooperation in every mutually unfavourable interest. For instance, they have not formulated any durable preventative cooperation on human rights since 1989. There should be many opportunities for China and the United States to develop cooperation if there are more positive than preventative cooperation between them at present because they have more mutually unfavourable than favourable interests for developing preventative cooperation.

### Financial Crisis and Superficial Friendship

The global financial crisis of 2008–2009 made China–US relations appear friendlier than they actually were. On the one hand, China and the United States understood the necessity of making collective efforts to resolve the financial crisis and the importance of their joint leadership in reforming the world financial system. On the other, each expected the other side to make the greater contribution to global economic recovery itself and to the financial reform in favour of other’s interests.

The financial crisis of 2008–2009 created even more of an illusion of shared interests between China and the United States. Soon after it occurred, the United States hosted the first G20 financial summit in Washington, DC comprising leaders, including the Chinese and American presidents, of the world’s 20 largest economies. All present agreed that their nations faced similar threats from the crisis and that joint efforts to resume the global economy with minimum delay were in their common interests.\(^{43}\) The summit also reached a general consensus on how to cooperate in key areas such as strengthening economic growth, tackling the financial crisis, and laying foundations for reform to avoid any recurrence of it.\(^{44}\) President Obama and President Hu attended the London G-20 Summit in April and
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the Pittsburgh G-20 Summit in September 2009. By autumn 2009, the G20 summits had issued several statements emphasizing common interests and joint efforts to tackle the financial crisis. Summits and statements combined to create the illusion that the substantial common interests of China and the United States would equip them to act as joint leaders in regenerating global economic growth.

Although bilateral relations declined after the Copenhagen Conference of December 2009, there was still widespread assumption that China and the United States were working on a joint agenda to resume the global economy. One instance is that of the Annual Meeting of the World Economic Forum in January of 2010, and its six-person panel, including the author, of Chinese and Americans titled ‘US–China: Reshaping the Global Agenda’. Working under the assumption that the financial crisis had resulted in substantial shared strategic interests between China and the United States, every panellist other than me gave positive answers to questions from the audience on what they thought a joint China–US agenda could offer the world.

Then facts of the matter are that China and the United States both suffered in the financial crisis and it in no way made their mutually favourable interests larger than mutually unfavourable ones. In the face of declining exports, they are more competitors for the international market than partners in restoring the economy. High unemployment is an economic and social problem that exerts heavy political pressure on China and on the American government, and both of them looked for solution from larger exports. The slow global economy, however, does not meet their demands. As there seems little possibility of substantial increases in US domestic consumption in the short term, the Obama administration has formulated an export-oriented strategy of economic growth.45 And as, according to the US Commerce report, China was the largest deficit trade partner of the United States in 2009,46 it has been made the scapegoat for high US unemployment. Obama hence avowed in both February and March of 2010, in the interests of ensuring a less competitive market for American goods, to take a tougher stance on trade with China and the RMB exchange rate.47

The financial crisis thus fostered a misconstrued concept of G2 as China–US joint global leadership. The financial crisis engendered the concepts of ‘G2’ and ‘Chimerica’,48 two terms that have many implications, such as that China is a new superpower in the same class as the United States; that China
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should take international responsibility in the same way as the United States; that China and the United States can provide joint world leadership; that China and the United States share many global interests; and that the China–US relationship is becoming more positive. But although the term G2 has positive implications, China nevertheless rejected it. Premier Wen Jiabao told President Obama during his 2009 state visit to China that China disagreed with the G2 concept. He thus implied that China was not ready to share world leadership with the United States and did not believe that the United States was willing to share global leadership with China.

After the financial crisis the United States no longer regarded China as a developing country, but as a developed nation which it expected to take international responsibility as other Western major economies. Chinese economy suffered far less than that of any other major power during the crisis. Although its GDP growth fell to less than 10%, the economy still grew 9% in 2008 and 8.7% in 2009, and there seemed little doubt that China would replace Japan as the second largest economy in 2010. The economies of other major powers, meanwhile, suffered negative growth. The US GDP having fallen 1.9% in 2008 and 2.4% in 2009, it was no longer willing to identify China as a developing country. For instance, US climate envoy Todd Stern said at a press conference in reference to the development of an international fund to help developing countries cope with climate change that China should not be included among such countries. His remarks soon provoked a strong backlash from Chinese official at the conference. The imagined China–US joint leadership in climate control thus disintegrated.

The United States also expects China, in addition to taking economic responsibility, to help the United States in international security issues in the same way as other developed countries. For instance, American diplomats and strategists initiated discussions with Chinese counterparts on the possibility of signing an agreement, one which would represent a political achievement from Obama’s visit to China, on Chinese military support for the War in Afghanistan in the same way as those countries having troops in Afghanistan. The significance of this lies not in whether or not China agreed, but in the United States imagining there could be any
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possibility of Chinese military support, bearing in mind the American arms embargo on China. Although the Obama administration only expected symbolic military support from China, this expectation nonetheless illustrates the superficial nature of the friendship between China and the United States.

Obama’s personal characteristics increased mutual expectations and hence disappointment between China and the United States. Obama differs greatly from his predecessor in political character traits. President Bush was confrontational in spirit and determinative in deed; Obama is cooperative in spirit but hesitant in taking action. One American journalist said of Obama that he has ‘more often failed to do things that have understandably disappointed various constituencies’. President Obama is willing to promise cooperation with other countries but does not excel at making these promises reality. A strategy analyst at the Brookings Institution commented that ‘there was no way he [Obama] could fulfil all those promises—not in his first year, not in his first term, not ever’. In order to improve the US international image which President Bush’s unilateralism so badly damaged, as soon as President Obama took over the White House he adopted a foreign multilateral policy.

His multilateralism comprises three major elements. They are: consulting with traditional allies before making a decision; communicating with major powers over differences; and talks with enemies before confrontational action. President Obama’s cooperative rhetoric raised China’s and the United States’s expectations of one another’s cooperative response. Obama is the only American president ever to have visited China in the first year of presidency. It was a decision that changed the established pattern wherein the China–US relationship suffers during the first year in office of a new American president. It also magnified the superficiality of China–US friendship. Both sides supposed that Obama’s China visit would lay a new foundation for substantial improvements in China–US relations. It was on this basis that the Obama administration expected that China would, as a pay-off, agree to give the US military support to the War in Afghanistan; China’s expectation was that the Obama administration would take a different approach from the Clinton and Bush administrations towards arms sales to Taiwan and meetings with the Dalai Lama.

The financial crisis accentuated Obama’s policy of lip service rather than action in dealings with China. President Obama came to power in the middle of the crisis when the United States badly needed China’s financial cooperation to deal with it. The tone of Obama’s Chinese policy implied a
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promising cooperation with China in dealing with the global economic crisis, and Chinese policy makers were happy with the smooth transfer of bilateral relations from Bush to Obama. They agreed with Obama’s judgment that the financial crisis was a common strategic threat to China and the United States, and that it provided an appropriate base for better and more durable strategic cooperation between them. During Obama’s visit, China and the United States signed the joint statement: ‘The two sides are of the view that in the 21st century, global challenges are growing, countries are more interdependent, and the need for peace, development and cooperation is increasing. China and the United States have an increasingly broad base of cooperation and share increasingly important common responsibilities on many major issues concerning global stability and prosperity. The two countries should further strengthen coordination and cooperation, work together to tackle challenges and promote world peace, security and prosperity.’ Only weeks after issuing this joint statement, however, both China and the United States were mutually disappointed at the unexpected policies that each adopted.

The Instability of Superficial Friendship

Certain people might argue that the mutual delusion of friendship serves the interests of both China and the United States. This argument, however, lacks hard evidence as well as a logical supporting explanation. Contrarily, it is not difficult to explain why superficial friendship is less stable than real friendship or indeed than real or superficial enmity. The substance of a bilateral relationship is determined according to the consistence of two countries’ knowledge of their interest relations and the reality. The relationship is substantive when the knowledge and the reality are in consistence; it is otherwise superficial. A superficial friendship is one where two nations imagine that they have more mutually favourable than unfavourable interests, when the reality is the opposite. Superficial enmity, in contrast, is inconsistence whereby two nations believe that they have more mutually unfavourable interests than favourable ones when the reality is vice versa. Inconsistence between knowledge and the reality is a main destabilizing factor in bilateral relations.

The stability of a bilateral national relationship is mainly determined by mutually favourable interests and mutual expectations of support (see Figure 3). That any two nations have both mutually favourable and unfavourable interests is a universal given. Mutually favourable interests engender mutual support between two nations, and mutually unfavourable interests cause conflicts. Both stable and unstable friendship and stable

and unstable enmity can exist between two nations. Absence of mutual support, and imbalances between two nations’ mutual expectations of support and that they actually receive can cause instability. Mutual support usually lives up to mutual expectations when two nations have more mutually favourable interests than unfavourable ones. An appropriate balance between mutual support and mutual expectations thus maintains the stability of the countries’ bilateral relations.

If we examine China–US relations of the previous 60 years, we can find those from 1978 to 1988 were the most stable, mainly because their mutually substantial military support was approximately equal to their mutual expectations. China helped the United States to contain Soviet military expansion in both Asia and Africa, and the United States constrained the Soviet from attacking China in 1979 when China was at war with Vietnam.57 Their different political systems, meanwhile, meant that China and the United States had no expectations of one another as regards cooperation other than containing the Soviets. For instance, the United States never expected to engage in dialogue with China on human rights dialogue as it does today. People may question about the qualification of China–US relationship during 1978–1988 as a real friendship in comparing with US–UK relationship or US–Japan relationship after the World War II. Nevertheless, it has been the best relationship China and the United States enjoyed since the PRC was founded and its character is different from other periods.

A superficial friendship is less stable than a real friendship, mainly because it is on the basis of more mutually unfavourable interests than favourable ones (see Figure 3). Nations that are superficial friends are those with more mutually unfavourable than favourable interests which adopt the policy of pretending to be friends instead of acknowledging their differences and proceeding on that basis. The policy of pretending to be friends engenders the
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expectation between two nations that one side will support the other in the same way as would a real friend. The reality, however, is that the mutually unfavourable interests that exceed favourable ones disenable the two nations from providing mutually substantive support. Each is hence often disappointed with the other’s unfavourable decisions.

The present China–US relationship typifies this scenario. When China and the United States agreed to establish a strategic partnership, each expected the other’s support in protecting its core interests, but did not consider the extent of support it would itself give to protecting the other’s core interests. Beijing and Washington claimed in their joint statement of 2009 that, ‘The two sides agree that respecting each other’s core interests is extremely important to ensure steady progress in China–US relations.’ It goes without saying that national security is at the centre of a nation state’s core interests, but as China and the United States have more unfavourable than favourable interests, they can hardly offer substantial mutual support. Specifically, China cannot support the United States either in the War in Iraq or in Afghanistan, and the United States cannot support China in counter-secessionism in Taiwan, Tibet and Xinjiang. This is why China so frequently complains that the United States has damaged Chinese core interests. When China and the United States agreed to respect one another’s core interests they did not specify what these interests were precisely because they conflict with one another. For instance, as China regards Taiwan as a part of its territory, preventing Taiwan from purchasing military equipments from foreign powers is one of its core interests. Meanwhile, the United States regards Taiwan as a military ally and providing it with military equipments as one of its core interests of maintaining military domination in East Asia.

Disregard for conflicting Chinese–American interests resulted in the Obama administration’s notion that arms sales to the Taiwan would have no fundamental effect on bilateral relations as a whole. This judgment is based on three beliefs. The first is that President Obama and President Hu Jintao agreed to pursue a positive, cooperative and comprehensive relationship. Second, the China–US relationship is now mature. The Obama administration assumed that excluding the fighter planes of F-16 from the list of arms sales to Taiwan would adequately convey to China the United States’s cooperative stance. Third is that US arms sales to Taiwan contribute to the regional peace that is at the basis of China’s economic progress. An Obama administration official said: ‘I don’t think their [the Chinese] reaction goes
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beyond what we expected." A US State Department spokesman told reporters that the US arms sales to Taiwan reflect ‘long-standing commitments to provide for Taiwan’s defensive needs... We will, as always, pursue our interests but we will do it in a way that we think allows for positive and cooperative relations with China.” These statements illustrated how superficial friendship between the two nations led to the US government’s assumption of a cooperative response from China, despite the certain knowledge that sales of arms to Taiwan are unfavourable to China.

Since the two nations adopted the policy of deluding themselves that they are friends, they have often covered up conflicts and resumed their superficial friendship in the short-term through fresh friendly rhetoric. For instance, to resume their relations, President Obama told President Hu just two months after authorizing arms sales to Taiwan that the United States acknowledges that the one-China principle is one of China’s core interests, even though both sides understood that this acknowledgement did not mean that the United States would stop arms sales to Taiwan. This rapid improvement in relations did not settle conflicts caused by mutual unfavourable interests, but rather temporarily shelved them. There exist many such temporarily shelved conflicts, any of which could potentially reappear and cause a new round of quarrels when the situation arises. Nations that are superficially friends quarrel more frequently than states that are true friends. The difference between China-US relations and Japan-US relations during the two decades 1990–2010 supports this argument.

A superficial friendship between two nations is less stable than one of enmity, mainly because of the former’s high expectations of mutual support (see Figure 3). When two nations mutually regard one another as enemies, their expectations of cooperation are very low, or indeed non-existent. Thus prepared for unfavourable decisions, neither is disappointed, because hostile policy is within both sides’ expectations. Low or non-existent expectations make one side content with the other’s adoption of policy that is non-harmful rather than favourable. And as both sides are prepared for relations to worsen rather than improve, there is a lower possibility of unexpected actions that could further damage their relations. Because
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unfavourable interests exceed favourable ones, there is also less chance than in a superficial friendship of improvements in relations. Their relationship is thus steadily maintained at the level of enmity. Although it is true to say that an antagonistic relationship is worse than one of superficial friendship, the former is the more stable of the two.

For instance, when China and the United States fought the Korean War of 1950–1953, their relationship was so bad that almost no event was capable of making it worse. The US air force frequently bombed the Chinese border city of Dandong along with its North Korean targets, but none of the attacks had such adverse affect on China–US relations as the 1999 bombing of the Chinese embassy in Belgrade (see Figure 1). Hostility between China and the United States during the Korean War was hence too entrenched to change. The same applies to US–Iran relations over the past 30 years since 1980, when the two countries suspended diplomatic relations.

Superficial enmity is more stable than superficial friendship and also provides more chances for improvements in bilateral relations because the nations have more mutually favourable interests than they realize (see Figure 3). Superficial enmity by definition refers to the relationship between two nations which regard one another as enemies, but whose mutually unfavourable interests are objectively smaller than their favourable ones, and who have more mutually favourable interests than they realize. As mutual expectations of support are low and mutually favourable interests lead to adoption of mutually favourable policy, it is quite possible that one of the nations in a relationship of superficial enmity might be surprised at the other’s unexpected initiation of cooperation. There is hence a greater scope for improvement in such a relationship.

In 1971, Chairman Mao Zedong and President Richard Nixon shook hands in Beijing in the interests of combining efforts to contain Soviet military expansion. Although China and the United States did not fully normalize diplomatic relations until 1978, they gradually developed substantial common national security interests. The two countries did not recognize one another as friends, but an unexpected string of cooperative events nurtured their relationship. For instance, then American State Secretary Henry Kissinger informed Chinese Premier Zhou Enlai during his visit to Beijing in February 1973 that the United States would initiate reductions in arms sales to Taiwan, and that it also hoped to set up a liaison office in Beijing.

This initiation by the United States was beyond China’s expectation. Mao Zedong authorized Zhou Enlai to get to work on this issue the same day it was reported to him. When he met with Kissinger the next day, Mao told him in person that he liked the idea of liaison offices in the Chinese and American capitals. China–India relations experienced similar improvements as superficial enmity after the Cold War.

**Explicit Policy and Strategic Stability**

The purpose of this article is not to criticize the superficial friendship between China and the United States, but to understand why China–US relations have been so bumpy since the end of the Cold War, and to find a way of developing sustainable cooperation between the two countries. The theory laid out in the previous sections tells us that cooperation can develop from both mutual favourable and unfavourable interests, and unrealistic expectations of support are the cause of instability. This section explores ways of cooperation and reducing unrealistic expectations.

China and the United States should focus their efforts on enlarging mutually favourable interests rather than on adjusting concepts. Many believe that China–US relations will move in a positive direction as long as there is communication between them sufficient to reduce misunderstandings. One Chinese analyst has argued, for instance, that China and the United States can establish mutual confidence by adjusting their subjective judgments of one another’s motivations and ignoring the other side’s actions, because strategic confidence is a subjective matter. Those holding to this kind of constructivist argument overlook the fact that the Joint Statement defining China and the United States as strategic partners failed to prevent the decline in China–US relations in 2010 just one month after Obama signed it. Constructive arguments can neither explain why conflicts have accompanied the heightened communications at all levels between the two countries in the last 20 years, nor the up-and-down relations since China suspended military contact with the US in early 2010.

After Hu and Obama had a phone talk in April 2010, several events illustrated how impotent bilateral communications are in terms of improving
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China-U.S. relations. In order to improve relations with the US, Hu visited Washington DC to attend the Nuclear Summit hosted by Obama in April 12–13, 2010 and put forward a five-point proposal for improving bilateral relations in a bilateral meeting with Obama. Following the bilateral summit, the Second Round of the China-U.S. Strategic and Economic Dialogue (S&ED) was held in Beijing during May 24–25 and the two delegations respectively headed by Chinese Vice-Premier Wang Qishan and the U.S. Secretary of State Hillary Clinton had a comprehensive discussion about possible cooperation between these two countries. Nevertheless, these communications could not prevent new conflicts from occurring. In less than two weeks after the S&ED, the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) turned down U.S. Defense Minister’s request to visit China and the two countries’ military leaders quarreled publicly on the suspension of military-to-military relations at the Shangri-La Dialogue in Singapore during June 4–6. Obama criticized China as having ‘willful blindness’ over Cheonan event in his speech on the sidelines of the G20 summit in which President Hu participated in Toronto in late June. The PLA officially protested about U.S.-South Korean military maneuvers in the Yellow Sea in early July.

China and the United States are keen to enlarge their cooperation on a limited base of mutually favourable interests. But growing branches is no less difficult than establishing roots. This article argues that China and the United States should enlarge their mutually favourable interests before they consider developing durable cooperation. Stabilizing China–US relations should serve the interests of both China and the United States. It is impossible to stabilize China–US relations at the price of the US interests because the United States is much stronger than China in comprehensive national power, and stabilizing bilateral relations at the cost of China’s national interests is also meaningless. The goal of stabilizing bilateral relations should be to protect national interests. There are, however, certain Chinese commentators who reverse this logic by regarding stable relations with the United States as the paramount goal of China, and which merits the
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sacrifice of Chinese interests. From this standpoint, China should agree on American arms sales to Taiwan for the sake of enhancing the stability of China–US relations. But stability at such a price is worthless to China. The sustained stability of China–US relations is actually determined by mutually favourable policy. One European scholar has raised the argument that the future of China–US relations depends on the policies of both China and the United States rather than of China alone.77

In March of 2010, I argued that the China–US relationship would be more stable if China and the United States replaced their policy of ambiguity towards one another with one of clarity.78 Around the same time an American scholar raised the suggestion that to achieve mutually assured stability the Obama administration should abandon its policies of containment and engagement toward China and adopt instead a strategy of co-evolution. He said: ‘We can think of what we face as a choice between polite stasis and co-evolution, between stalemate and a commitment to a mutually assured stability that can mark our future with China as clearly as mutually assured destruction once marked our ties to the Soviet Union.’79 I do not agree with this co-evolution approach because it tries to, ‘put China alongside the United States in thinking about these [global] new rules’.80 It is hard to imagine that China would follow the United States on global issues such as Japan. I, however, agree with the judgment that tension between China and the United States is unavoidable, and that to stabilise contemporary China–US relations we need to borrow knowledge from the mutual-assured-destruction strategy that the United States and the Soviet Union carried out during the Cold War.81 Although the character of China–US relations is different in many respects from that between the United States and the Soviet Union, they are nevertheless similar as regards power competition.

This article argues that as the extent of mutually favourable interests varies among different sectors, clarifying strategic relations according to different sectors would better serve both China and the United States. It would help to improve bilateral friendship at the people level, as well as enhance cooperation in education, sports, culture, science, technology and other social sectors, if China and the United States were to treat one another as cultural friends. The two nations should hence make cultural friendship the goal of their diplomacy, since the two countries have much larger mutually favourable interests than unfavourable ones in the field of culture.
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China established cultural friendships with France in 2003 and Russia in 2006, and China, France and India host governmental celebrations of one another’s culture every two years. That is to say, China organizes a Russian or Indian cultural celebration a year after Russia or India has hosted a Chinese cultural feast. Although there is much more cultural integration between China and the United States than between China and Russia or China and India, this is not true of their governmental cultural relations. China–US cultural relations exist mainly at a people-to-people level, but governmental cultural relations play a political role that people-to-people relations cannot in stabilizing bilateral relations. For instance, a governmental cultural treaty might prevent the two sides from tightening the visa regulations applicable to one another’s citizens at times of political dispute between the two countries.

In the interests of access to one another’s markets and investment, China and the United States should redefine their economic relationship as that of business partners. There are more mutually favourable than unfavourable interests between them in the economic sector which have tremendous potential for growth. Former US Deputy Secretary of State Robert Zoellicke defined the China–US relationship in 2007 as one between stake holders. The term stake holders, however, gave the mistaken impression that China and the United States had large common strategic interests, whereas the common interests of stake holders—like investors—actually lie in business. Careful examination of the mutually favourable interests between China and the United States in the economic field shows that mutually favourable economic interests are mainly complementary rather than common. Actually, complementary interests generate different needs for each side which a third party could meet. For instance, the United States could import toys from ASEAN countries instead of from China, and China could replace the US dollar with the Euro as its foreign currency reserve. Taking into consideration that China–US economic cooperation is mainly based on complementary interests, it would be better for the two countries to treat one another as business partners. ‘Business is business’ is the golden rule for business partners, and there is a Chinese equivalent, ‘Money matters should be accounted for even among brothers’ (qin xiongdi ming suanzhang). Both ultimately mean that business partners are not friends. This identity keeps a sense of distance between the two nations and reduces their mutual expectations of unconditionally favourable policy. If China is prepared to be defined by the US government as a

‘monetarily manipulative state’, and the United States to accept that China will not adjust its exchange rate policy under US pressure, neither side will be disappointed at the other’s resistance, and might consider discussing equal payoffs on the premise of a appropriate exchange rate between the RMB and US dollar.

Clarifying their political relationship as political competitors would avoid unexpected conflicts on bilateral or multilateral political matters. On the political level, China and the United States have more mutually unfavourable than favourable interests that disenable the two nations from being friends. To reduce unexpected conflicts, therefore, each should clearly define the other as political competitor. Most important is that they need to clarify their competitiveness as that between a rising super power and one with super power status. The United States aims to maintain its global dominance, and China to resume its world leading position. This structural conflict makes political competition between them inevitable. As long as the Chinese economy grows faster than that of the United States, the competition between them to offer the best development model is also inevitable. Clarifying their political relationship as competitors would stabilize China–US political relations in several respects. First, they could consider an agreement towards maintaining peaceful political competition. Second, each could get used to the other’s unfavourable policy and restrict any retaliation to within mutual expectations. Although this would not improve bilateral political relations, it would prevent any worsening of already unfriendly political relations. A stable unfriendly political relationship would be healthier than a fluctuating superficial friendship for both China and the United States during China’s rise.

Defining their security relationship as military adversaries would reduce the danger of military clashes between China and the United States and provide better conditions for preventative cooperation. China and the United States have more mutually unfavourable interests than favourable ones as regards military security. China is still under the sanction of the US arms embargo, a fact that signifies strong suspicions between the two countries. Defining the China–US military relationship as rivalry might be overstating the case, because Chinese military capability will be no match for that of the United States for the next 10 years. There is hence no substantial competition between them as regards military capability. But as their military interests are mutually confrontational, both would benefit in several respects from acknowledging their military relationship as adversarial. First, lower expectations of cooperation and good will would limit disappointments over one or the other’s unfavourable, or even unfriendly, security policy. Second, they could establish a crisis-management mechanism to prevent escalation of unforeseen military clashes arising from their differences. Third, taking as read one another’s military opacity and reconnaissance
would mean fewer rhetoric wars between the two countries. Fourth, the military adversary identity would amplify the credibility of mutual military deterrence, which would help stabilize strategic relations and prevent them from deteriorating to the point of return.

Owing to the complicity of their relations, China and the United States should define their general strategic relationship as that of positive competition and preventative cooperation. The world would benefit from competition between China and the United States since competition is an engine for social progress. Competition between China and the United States could provide the world with two models of development, both constantly improving by virtue of each country’s efforts to provide a model more advanced than that of their competitor. Competing to present the best model of development would bring benefits to the peoples of both nations and to countries that learn from their expertise. China and the United States should compete to provide better world leadership. Expanding their international influence by expanding economic aid and taking international responsibilities could bring enormous global benefits, as could the two countries’ competitive scientific research towards technical advances. Competition between China and the United States for the higher moral ground on climate control would also motivate global reductions of CO₂ emissions. When competition is peaceful it can be globally beneficial rather than detrimental. And as long neither of them can win a nuclear war, their competition will not escalate into war but a better world leadership.

Preventative security cooperation between China and the United States would help maintain world peace. As China is a rising power and the United States has super power status, their contrasting status makes it difficult to formulate strategic cooperation mainly founded on common threats or common interests. China needs to prevent war between itself and the United States in the interests of maintaining a durably peaceful environment in which to proceed with its economic construction. The United States also fears war against another nuclear power. Both sides, therefore, need to cooperate to keep conflicts and competition at a peaceful level. Although passive, this kind of cooperation is crucial to the world. As long as China and the United States do not go to war against each other, the world today is safe from outbreaks of major war, because other than China and Russia, all major powers are American military allies. China and Russia are semi-allies, but as Russia has neither the real nor potential capability that China possesses to challenge US hegemony, China is the only major power with the potentiality to challenge US global domination. World peace is thus guaranteed if the danger of war between China and the United States can be eliminated, and peoples of the world would benefit from the two countries’ preventative security cooperation.
Conclusion

This article argues that the instability of China–US relations since the end of the Cold War is mainly attributable to their fewer mutually favourable interests than unfavourable ones. The policy of pretending to be friends the two nations have adopted has resulted in dramatic fluctuations in their relations. Superficial friendship does not serve either of the nations well. Events in the last two decades refute the idea that improving mutual understanding or adjusting mentality can produce substantial and stable cooperation between China and the United States. To achieve stable improvements in their relations, China and the United States should consider developing preventative cooperation over mutually unfavourable interests and lowering mutual expectations of support, rather than on adjusting concepts or improving mutual understanding. Their relations will otherwise maintain a fluctuating pattern. China and the United States understand each other well but have found no effective way of dealing with their mutually unfavourable interests.

The theory developed in this article proposes that the instability of China–US relations cannot change until the two countries transform their superficial friendship. No one in the world wants China and the United States to change their superficial friendship to one of real enmity, because no one wants a return to the Cold War. It would also endanger the world if China and the United States were to become deadly enemies. The only two viable alternatives are those of real friendship and superficial enmity. The power competition between the two nations makes it seem unlikely that China and the United States could establish real friendship during the process of China’s rise. The realistic alternative, therefore, is to transform their relationship from superficial friendship to superficial enmity. Most people ignored that being superficial enemies would be a better choice for China and the United States to stabilize and improve their relations when they have no way to become real friends.

As long as China and the United States are frank with one another over their mutually unfavourable interests, transforming their relationship from superficial friendship to superficial enmity would not be difficult. Giving more consideration to their mutually unfavourable rather than mutually favourable interests would enable them to lower unrealistic expectations of the other’s support. Although perceiving one another as more foe than friend might also deviate from reality, superficial enmity would nevertheless have more positive impact on relations than superficial friendship. The complicity and reality of their relations requires that they generally define them as positive competition and preventative cooperation. Developing the concept that China and the United States are cultural friends, business partners, political competitors and military adversaries could also be helpful.
To enlarge mutually favourable interests, China and the United States should give up the policy of pretending to be friends. The two nations could benefit in four aspects. First, being psychologically prepared for the other side’s unfavourable or unfriendly decisions would lessen the danger of escalation of conflicts. Second, increasing the credibility of the mutual deterrence strategy would generate more preventative security cooperation between them. Third, their relations would become more stable by reducing unrealistic expectations of one another’s support. Fourth, they could improve their relations at a steadier rate by applying different principles according to specific aspects of their relations. Expecting China and the United States to change the policy of pretending to be friends in the near future may be unrealistic, but the narrowing power gap between them may help the two countries realize that a policy of clarity serves their interests better than one that is ambiguous.

The interests between China and the United States are very complicated. The four types of interests, namely, common, complementary, conflicting and confrontational, can exist in every aspect of their relations, namely, political, security, economic and cultural. The two nations should identify each specific issue according to type of interests before deciding upon which kind of cooperation to develop. They should spend more efforts to develop preventative cooperation based on mutual unfavorable interests rather than to constrain their cooperation on common interests only. Their relationship can be mutually stable and profitable if mutual expectations of bilateral cooperation are in consistence with the specific character of their interests in different sectors.